INTRODUCTION
A combination of combustion engine and electric motor, i.e. a hybrid drive, is one of the ways of reducing the fuel consumption and emissions of motor vehicles. Their development has arisen largely due the pressure from emission regulations. Although the history of hybrids dates back to the late 19 th century, the first modern mass-produced hybrid vehicle, the Toyota Prius, was introduced as late as in1997 year. At present hybrid vehicles or hybridized models of current production vehicles are appearing in the production programs of most of the major vehicle manufacturers. Numerous variations of hybrid drives have been created, which today form a smooth transition between conventional cars with combustion engines, and battery-electric vehicles. Sales of hybrid car versions currently represent several percent of total car sales (excluding Japan, where it is over 20%), but it has a strong upward trend. In the Czech Republic only 735 hybrids (excluding microhybrids) were sold in 2015 [1] , but this is an increase of about 220% on hybrid sales in 2014. It is expected that after 2020, with an expected tightening of emission regulations, hybrid vehicles will constitute a substantial proportion of cars sold.
HYBRID TYPES
Technical development tends to plug-in hybrids, i.e. vehicles rechargeable from a mains socket, which allows a range on one battery charge of several tens of kilometers purely on electricity. This is sufficient for the normal daily mileage of most drivers. The overall range of plug-in hybrids is the same as conventional vehicles.
Because driving on electricity is significantly cheaper than driving on petrol or diesel, plug-in hybrids use bigger and therefore heavier and more expensive batteries, which increase the range on electricity, but also the price of the vehicle. Therefore, if they are not subsidized, simpler version hybrids with smaller and cheaper batteries will prevail in sales.
BATTERIES
The fundamental problem of all electric vehicles, i.e. hybrids and battery vehicles, is batteries. Despite the considerable funds invested into their development and undeniable progress, batteries are still heavy, large and expensive. One kg of petrol or diesel contains approx. 20 to 40 times more energy (with respect to transfer efficiency) than the same mass of an advanced lithium battery, and this proportion increases with the desired range [4] . The result is a small range for battery-vehicles, currently varying depending on many factors and driving style at around 150 km. Another issue is where to place large batteries in the vehicle. The trend is to place them under the rear seats or into the floor for SUV cars so as not to restrict the usable space in the car.
4.ELECTRIC MOTORS AND TRANSMISSIONS
A noticeable trend is the integration of electric motors, most often synchronous permanent magnet motor, into the transmission system. In doing so, we can observe two basic directions: First, the electric motor becomes a part of the gearbox design and it is situated at the front of the step part of the gearbox. This leads to the possibility of the electric motor working in its optimal range and allows electric driving and electric braking (energy recovery) with disconnected combustion engine. The second direction fully replaces a step part of gearbox by an electric motor, uses its characteristics in a wider range and significantly simplifies the transmission. It often uses two electric machines and/or the possibility of switching between serial and parallel connection of the hybrid drive. Another significant trend is the addition of an electric motor to the non-driven vehicle axle. Adding the electric motor to the rear axle of a conventional vehicle with front-wheel drive simultaneously creates a hybrid and 4x4 vehicle without a complicated transmission. In recent years a combination of hybrid drive unit on one axle and another electric motor on the second axle is more often used, which leads to improved dynamic properties and allows a higher degree of energy recovery during braking (e.g. Fig. 7) . A similar solution is popular with the sports and racing cars, where ICE (sometimes in combination with an electric motor) is usually positioned on the rear axle and another electric motor drives the front axle (e.g. Fig. 8 ).
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E-BOOST
An alternatively method for using electrical energy to support the engine is the electric drive of a compressor. In this case the electric motor is not connected to the axle, but when support is requested, the motor via the compressor begins to supercharge the engine and thus enhances its power. A substantial advantage of this solution is that it can operate with a low voltage of 48 V and does not require an expensive high voltage battery. On the other hand, it cannot regenerate energy when braking. According to some authors, this solution is not regarded as "real" hybrid. Another version of this solution is connection of the electric motor to a turbocharger. In this case the electric motor can accelerate a turbocharger and thus shorten the engine response (turboeffect) to accelerator action. A turbocharger may also be braked by the electric motor to draw energy from the exhaust gases and to transform it into electric energy.
COMPETITION AND RACING CARS
In the highest categories of competition and racing vehicles a hybrid drive is directly required by regulations. Top vehicles for endurance races, such as the Le Mans 24 hour, have a combustion engine on the rear axle and electric motors on the front axle. In line with regulations introduced in 2014, F1 cars have not only turbocharged six-cylinder engines, but also two energy recovery systems: The first from kinetic energy during braking and the second from exhaust gases energy. Drive units are equipped with two electric motors: MGU-K connected to the crankshaft of the engine and MGU-H connected with the turbocharger.
In comparison with previous regulations the tenfold increase is permitted in the recovered energy per lap, which leads to significantly higher demands on energy management strategy during a lap. (4), which drives the rear axle through a dual clutch gearbox (5) with electric motor (6) . A second electric motor (2) is on the front axle, the battery (3)behind seats, (1) and (7) are power electronics. OBRÁZEK 8: Nová Honda NSX Acura má tři elektrické motory: jeden v 9 ° dvojspojkové převodovce u zadní nápravy a dva na přední nápravě. Baterie je za sedadly a v centrálním tunelu. Porsche 918 Spyder má motor V8 (4), který pohání zadní nápravu přes dvouspojkovou převodovku (5) s elektromotorem (6) . Druhý elektromotor (2) je na přední nápravě, baterie (3) za sedadly, (1) a (7) je výkonová elektronika 
URBAN BUSES
Another category of vehicles where hybrid drive often occurs is urban buses. Volvo already produces urban buses with only a hybrid version. A number of transport companies are trying to introduce electrobuses, but the basic problem is the discrepancy between bus range and its passenger capacity: When sufficient electric batteries are placed in the bus for the required daily range, there is a problem with exceeding axle load and it is necessary to limit the number of passengers. Chinese 12 m electrobus BYD has a battery range of up to 250 km, but a capacity of only 54 passengers [5] . A solution is sought in charging batteries at bus stops. The problem, however, is expensive infrastructure with required charging currents up to 1000 A. Therefore, many cities choose rather hybrids or a combination of both technologies.
8.COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
Implementation of hybrid drives into commercial vehicles began later, since around 2010, and the number of applications is steadily increasing. Hybrid drives are most often used in vehicles for goods distribution in cities. For this vehicles is typically used a parallel hybrid with electric motor between the engine and the gearbox; batteries are placed on the outer side of the vehicle frame.
FIGURE 11: F1 energy recovery system OBRÁZEK 11: F1 systém pro rekuperaci energie FIGURE 12: City bus Volvo 7900 Electric Hybrid is a combination of an electric bus with a hybrid bus. In the city it can run in pure electric mode and with the recharging of batteries at selected stops; outside the town center it runs in a hybrid mode, whereby the diesel engine is off at the stops, and bus leaves the stop on electric drive only. The diesel engine then starts at a speed of 20 km/h. OBRÁZEK 12: Autobus Volvo 7900 Hybrid Electric je kombinací elektrického autobusu s hybridním autobusem. Ve centru města může jet v čistě elektrickém režimu s dobíjením baterií na vybraných zastávkách; mimo centrum jede v hybridním režimu, přičemž vznětový motor je na zastávkách vypnutý a autobus odjíždí ze zastávky pouze na elektrický pohon. Vznětový motor se pak startuje při rychlosti 20 km / h. 
OFF-ROAD APPLICATIONS
A new trend is the use of hybrid drives for off-road applications, for example earthmoving machinery. These solutions may in some cases have significantly higher efficiency (lower fuel consumption) in comparison with the use of a hybrid drive for vehicles. An example is the use of electric propulsion for the rotation of an excavator upper part instead of the usual hydraulic actuator.
HYBRID DRIVE CONTROL
A special issue is control software for hybrid or purely electric drives. The purpose is to optimize the course of driving and power split between the combustion engine and the electric motor so as to obtain the lowest energy consumption and at the same time keep battery charge within required limits. Therefore, information from GPS and clouds is increasingly used for predictive and adaptive control. Electronics "see" further than the driver (the socalled electronic horizon). Actual driving control is then modified based on data from various sensors (radar, ultrasound, cameras) that monitors the immediate vicinity. However, detailed control procedures are the know-how of manufacturers and are generally not published.
CONCLUSION
It cannot be said there is a universal solution that could replace internal combustion engines. It can be expected that in the coming years and decades there will be greater diversification of different types of drives depending on the purpose of use of the vehicle, and hybrid drives will also have its role to play. FIGURE 15: A sample of the optimum driving speed predictive calculation. The route is divided into sections; in each of them is a constant allowable speed (in red) and road slope (green). Blue is the course of optimal driving speed while minimizing energy consumption and with compliance with the required travel time [6] . OBRÁZEK 15: Příklad prediktivního výpočtu optimální rychlosti jízdy. Trasa je rozdělena do sekcí; v každé z nich je konstantní povolená rychlost (červeně) a konstantní sklon silnice (zelená). Modrá je průběh optimální rychlosti jízdy s minimalizovanou spotřebou energie a s dodržením požadovaného času jízdy [6] .
